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The ISBET project of PEKEA

ISBET = Indicateurs Sociétaux de Bien Etre 
Territorialisés/ Territorial societal well being 
indicators



 The ISBET project started in 
2007 …

 …and gain support of 
numerous territorial 
collectivities in Britanny 
(France)

Origins of 
the PEKEA 

project



 The firts phase was devoted to 
elaborate Human Develoment 
Indicators at the regional and 
subregional level…

 The aim was to make a step 
towards more adequate local 
policies orientated towards 
human development and not 
only GDP increase

The project 
is composed 
with several  
phases



We gain inspiration 
from the works of 
A.Boutaud, J.Gadrey, 
F.Jany-Catrice, 
C.Ruyters and 
M.Laffut…

…and developped a 
new version of the 
HDI at a local level, 
for example the 
HDI35



…and we 
calculate 
the HDI 35 
at local 
community 
level



So the second phase of the 
project is aimed at constructing 
indicators with citizens and for
citizens

Here we gain inspiration from the 
methodology developped by 
the Council of Europe and apply 
it with the support of two 
territories in Brittany (France)

but such 
indicators are 
coming from 
experts…

…and are not 
submited to 
societal 
deliberation 
processes





 The deliberation process require confronting 
different points of view and contradictory and 
multiple interests…

 …but through this process people gain 
awareness about others thoughts and needs, 
that is to say : democratic processes lead to 
increased “perspectivity”



The project implied a large campaign with all the existing 
channels of the concerned territories to raise the awareness of 
citizens and render them able to understand the aims of the 
project…

…for example we launch the project with a theater performance 
based on the report written by P.Viveret « Reconsidering wealth »



1- Defining what is well being 
and its main dimensions with 
citizens through public 
meetings and work with 
« homogeneous » groups who 
do not spontaneously 
participate in such processes 
(unemployed, childrens, less 
educated people, elders…)

The methodology is 
adapted from the 
Council of Europe 
methodology and is 
divided into 
successive phases





Every working 
group defined 
the main 
dimensions of 
what really 
count for them

For example: 

Childrens

Personal well being

Pollution

Respecting others

environment

Being lucky

diseases

Helping others

Material well being

money

Well being of the world

Heterogeneou group-

Melesse :

Health

Personal development

Freedom of choice

Unequalities

Security

Other ways of living

Social involvment/action

Material conditions

Social relations

Environment



The shared dimensions:

 1 Health
 1.1 individual health (behaviour)
 1.2 Access to health  (proximity, cost…)
 1.3 Dependance/disability

 2 Environment 
 2.1 Pollutions
 2.2 Protection /preservation
 2.3 individual and collective behaviour

 3 Solidarity and mutual help
 3.1 Inter-individual level
 3.2 Collective level

 4 Social relations
 4.3 Interpersonal relations (friends, family…)
 4.2 Mutual respect
 4.3 Community involvment, citizenship

2- Defining together 
shared dimensions 
of well being

Every group having 
its own dimensions 
the following step 
was devoted to 
define together 
shared dimensions 
of well being for all: 

new public meetings



 5 Modes of living/conditions of living
 5.1 Job/work
 5.2 material conditions of living (income, home…)
 5.3 Education, culture and entertainment
 5.4 Consumption and proximity (sustainable way of living)
 5.5 Transportation

 6 Public institutions and policies
 6.1 Equipment and service policies
 6.2 Economic and social development policies
 6.3 Social cohesion

 7 Personal well being

7.1 Recognition

7.2 Living well

2- Defining together 
shared dimensions 
of well being

Every group having 
its own dimensions 
the following step 
was devoted to 
define together 
shared dimensions 
of well being for all: 
new public meetings



➢Following the Council of Europe methodology a social 
situation indicator allow to qualify a situation in a simple 
and understandable language according to a qualitative  
classification, for example bad/good, and the aim is to 
define a progress way from bad to good situation with 
citizens

➢as the main dimensions are qualitative ones, they can 
be well taken into account

➢such an approach is not exclusive from the additional 
use of traditional quantitative indicators

3-Defining indicators of 
situations

This step is aimed at 
« qualifying » situations 
corresponding to the 
preceding dimensions 
and subdimensions in 
order to « quantify » 
them and to define a 
way toward social 
progress



For example concerning the sub-dimension 
preservation/protection

3-Defining social 
situation 
indicators 

We organize 
new public 
meeting to work 
with citizens

Niveau/level 0

Situation franchement mauvaise

(very bad situation)

Niveau/level 1

Situation mauvaise 

(bad situation)

Niveau /level2

Situation  

moyenne

(mean situation)

Niveau/level 3

Situation bonne 

(good situation)

Niveau/level 4

Situation

idéale (à atteindre)

(ideal situation-to be

attained)

Environnement naturel et artificiel de 

mauvaise qualité : pas de jardins, pas 

d’espaces verts, pas de cohérence 

architecturale, esthétique paysagère 

rurale et urbaine négligée…, sans 

aucun respect de l’environnement et 

sans possibilité d’accès aux espaces 

naturels

Environnement naturel 

et artificiel en voie de 

dégradation : mauvaise 

gestion et mauvais 

entretien des chemins, 

des berges, extensions 

urbaine non maîtrisée, 

zones commerciales 

anarchiques…Accessibili

té difficile aux espaces 

naturels

Environnement 

naturel et artificiel 

satisfaisant mais 

dans lequel certains 

aspects sont négligés 

avec des politiques 

publiques partielles

Bénéficier d’un 

environnement 

naturel et artificiel 

de qualité et en voie 

d’amélioration en 

particulier du fait de 

politiques prenant 

en compte ces 

dimensions

Bénéficier d’un environnement 

naturel et artificiel de qualité 

(diversité, esthétique, qualité 

architecturale…) permettant 

de s’y sentir bien et d’y exercer 

de multiples activités avec des 

politiques publiques intégrant 

toutes les  dimensions avec un 

respect optimal de 

l’environnement



4-Measuring

In the fourth step 
we have 
elaborated a 
questionnaire 
with the citizens 
and pass it into 
the local 
communities 



Our aim is not only to 
measure but to change 
the way things are going !

The following steps will be 
devoted to build new local 
public policies with local 
government, especially 
local Agenda for the 21st 
century

Another goal is to 
institutionalize the 
participation of citizens in 
the qualification of well 
being and the definition of 
new public policies 
orientated towards the 
well bien of all and for all



…Thanks for your attention
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